Corona behavior rules in the library

Own responsibility

- Use the hand disinfectant we provide when entering the library.
- Maintain a distance of 1.5 meters to the personnel and the other library visitors.

Access to the library

- Members of the UZH and private persons can use learning spaces at the library, provided they book a place over Booked (at the earliest seven days in advance).
- As in all public and freely accessible interior rooms at the UZH, there is a mandatory use of masks in the library, also when you are sitting at your learning space that you reserved in advance.

Clean your learning space and devices before use

- Clean your learning space and any devices with the supplied disinfectant and paper before use.

These rules are based on the protection concept for libraries from bibliosuisse and the instructions of the UZH management.

https://bibliosuisse.ch/
https://www.uzh.ch/cmsssl/de/about/coronavirus/staff.html

Illustrations: https://pixabay.com/de/users/mohamed_hassan-5229782/